Attn Alison Collins

Dear Alison

I ask the following be considered in the consultation and that I have the opportunity to represent further on this.

Re The protection of the coast foreshore during the development of the Coast Park.

The Adelaide Metropolitan Coast Park Concept Plan developed by State Government and Beachside Councils emphasises the protection of the foreshore environment. Within the Plan's Vision is a major aim

"Recognise, value, protect and where possible, enhance sandy beaches, seagrass beds, remnant dunes, coastal reserves and buffers, and water quality along the coast."

Further, the Coast Park Project Plan, Section -Torrens Beaches, makes specific mention of the special environmental issues relevant to the Tennyson Sub-Precinct and the need for compromise, including low impact paths and the opportunity to separate walking and bicycling as appropriate.

The City of Charles Sturt Coast Park Project Reference Group considered the Coast Park Project Plan and all representatives proposals and came to a compromise, a Recommended Path Plan, which included a low impact foreshore path linked to enhanced cycling along road conversions/adjacent to roads.

Further comprehensive environmental analysis by an internationally recognised expert, Dr V Semeniuk, 2017, available on request, clearly demonstrated the importance of the Tennyson Dunes and the North and South extensions as a critical region for environmental protection.

Yours sincerely
Don Howie